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(Comm. by S. KAKEYA, M.I.A., Feb. 13, 1939.)

As in Mr. K. Yano’s paper) in which the same problem is studied,
take in the tangential space an (/2)- spherical "relre naturel"
[Ap] satisfying the following equations:

A A AoA AooA 0 AoAo 1 AA G g (1)

(i,j,k, ...=1,2, ...,n)

the connection being defined by

dAB=,OAQ (P, Q, R, ...-0, 1, ..., n, o ) (2)

where p=//pQd (3)

//o //o //oO
_

_" |=//-0, lloj-, -IIk-Gjk, GII-ll
(4)

Then any curve z(s) in the manifold can be developed into a curve
in the tangential space at any point z(s0) on the curve by the formulae
(2). Let us consider the curves whose developments are circles.

When we take two quantities ap and bP which are contragradient
to Ap and satisfy the equations

GpoaPaQ 1, GpQaPbQ O, GpQbPbQ O,
(5)

a=0,

where Gp AeAQ

then
b.

A.+"At+ bPA ( 0, 1, 2, ..., ) (6)

is an invariant and represents a circle in the tangential space. Because
of (5), (6) becomes, when multiplied by b,
A Ao+bOaA+lbbPAet2

2

(l + G,,atf’t+-Gbbt2]Ao+(bOat+-b’bt]A+(bt)2Aoo (7)
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When the development of the curve is a circle, the equation

dA -aA (8)
ds

must be satisfied along this curve or suitably chosen P, bP and a.
dTs equation must hold or any value of but a and may conin .

From (7) and (8) we obtain

=a(1+G,’t+G,b’’2), (9, a)

Hx + (bt)Hx’ a bat+ bbt2 (9, b),

1 d(bt)2+G.(ba,t+bb,,)x,=.(bt)2 (9, c)
2 2

where x’- dx

As t is an invaant in (6) it is exct that an invariant para-
dtmeter s is obtain by putgng =1 in the equations (9). Expandi

a in es

and comparing the cfficien of t’s in (9) we get rom (9, a)

and from (9, c), a 0 for O,

and cau o the, (9) comes
d (Gjb) GbU bHo (GU 0 (10, a)

d .(Gb.) +2flb_G,aG=bb=0 (10, b)

b=0 (1, a)
d .(b) Hb bb Gb(_b) 0 (11, b)

d (bb)T + Gbbx’+(b)2kx’k bbGab 0 (1t, c)
2

(b)2TGbax’ O, (12. a)

d (b)2+Gbax,_(b)2Ga=0 (12, b)
&
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From (11, a) we get because o (5), that is,

b /G’" 1. (13)

When we define v=x"+IIz’x’ (14)

(11, b) and (ll, a) give us

v lb,-b 2G,abz,’
hence 11 G,abl

G,ab"=l-W, (15)
and consequently

b l-v 2l-l’z,’ Gbb" l-G,dv" (16)

where l’ denotes dl

Then from (10, a) we get

l-W" 21-l’+ll-G,vv-"_,,=0, (17)
2

and from (11, c),
d (v 21_l,x,,)/ II(v’- 2l-Wz,’)x’-t
ds 2

/12II,,-.,,’’’ 1-W(v-21-Wx’) =0

which becomes because of (17)
d v+Ii. ,,,,.,,_ 31-Wv +31-2Gvvx’-ds 2
+2]’=0. (8)

It will be easily verified that (10, b), (12, a), (12, b), and (17) are all
satisfied by (18), which are the equations of the curve sought.

dtAs we put -. -1, it is necessary to prove that there is no curve

which can not be expressed in the form (18), the development being a
circle. This is easily done, because for any given initial values of ap

and bP satisfying (5) a curve satisfying (18) exists, and every circle in
the tangential space passing through the point of contact is expressible
in the form (6).

Now (18) are the equations of a generalized circle in the manifold
with conformal connection (2), (3), (4) where s is an invariant para-
meter. When we take another parameter a which is not invariant
under the transformation of coordinates z but satisfies the simpler
equation

G dz d 1 (19)
da da

we have l- da
ds’

d
/11,

da da ,]\d/ da ds’
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and consequently we get from (17) and (18)

( dx" d)(dx dx
d do do do do

-H dx .d
da da

and

(20)

) ( dx/dx dx" +H -t-II. dx dx"+Hj
d da k--a- do d d

These are just the same expressions as obtained by Mr. K. Yano when
we put M--1 and constant=0. That these two equations are necessary
will be published by him too.


